
Modern Plus Size Kurtis for Women to Flaunt Your
Style

Modern fashion celebrates diversity in body types and sizes, making sure
that everyone finds their perfect style in the clothes they wear with
confidence. In recent times, when it comes to plus-size dresses, the world
of fashion has witnessed a transformation like never before. More and
more brands are embracing plus-size fashion to represent their inclusivity.

As far as kurtis are concerned, modern styles in plus size can be seen
emerging. This can cater to women with various styles and preferences.
In this blog, we will discuss the styles of plus-size kurtis so every woman
can flaunt their uniqueness.

A-line kurtis

If you are looking for a timeless piece of clothing that matches every
body type, it is the A-line kurti. It is an ideal choice for plus-size women
as the silhouette created by such kurtis flares from the waist down,
hugging your curves gently and not too tightly. Such kurtis are intricately
designed with elegant patterns, prints, and even embroideries to add to
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their unique style. You can go for a plus-size kurta set for the best
fashion choices!
Anarkali kurtis

One of the most loved types of kurtis is the Anarkali kurti – it epitomises
grace and sophistication with a knee-length or ankle-length kurti with a
fitted torso and flared skirt. It has a royal feel and can add to your
elegance. Choose colours that are vibrant and rich, and materials such as
cotton for everyday use and georgette or silk for celebratory kurtis.

High low kurtis

If you want to add a modern trait to an otherwise traditional outfit such as
a kurti, you can go for a high-low hem kurti. When it comes to looking
for plus-size clothing online, such high-low kurtis are a popular choice
because of the extraordinary silhouette it creates. With the front hemline
shorter than the one in the back, it gives off a playful yet sophisticated
vibe. For shorter women, it can also create an illusion of height, making
you look taller.

Asymmetrical kurtis

Asymmetrical kurti is an unconventional take on the traditional kurti –
with unique designs and atypical styles, this type of kurti is a great way to
express your individuality when it comes to fashion. It adds a
contemporary style to your attire, helping you make a bold statement with
your fashion choices. The asymmetry makes your dressing style fun and
chic while keeping you connected to your Indian roots. You can pair this
kurti with a churidar or a straight pant to finish off your look.

Shirt-type kurtis

If you are looking for a fashion choice that perfectly blends Western and
Indian fashion, you can opt for shirt-style kurtis. With a collar and button-
down fronts, such a kurti can be worn to the workplace or even on casual
occasions. If you look for plus-size clothing online, you will find a
number of options for shirt-type kurtis. These types of kurtis can be worn
with leggings, jeggings, or even denim to complete your look.

Concluding thoughts

To sum it all up, the modern plus-size dress includes kurtis for women –
with numerous options for women to choose from, you can be sure to find
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something that helps you express and flaunt your unique style confidently.
With the fashion world evolving, it is time to embrace and celebrate your
uniqueness and express yourself through fashionable kurtis that
complement every body type.


